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Editors' Thoughts

Must Eliminating Otherness Be a Selfless Endeavor?

By: Ariel Caplan

The Torah commands us, “te-halakhta bi-derakhav” – “you shall walk in His ways,” and Rambam interprets this as a call to imitatio dei (imitating God). Elsewhere, he writes that God cannot be defined positively, but must instead be understood based on what He is not. It seems that Jews are apt to imitate God in this regard - we also define ourselves by what we are not. If there are Hassidim, there are Mitnaggedim, who are defined by opposition to Hassidut. If there are Zionists, there are anti-Zionists. Some Jews define themselves by the fact that they do not study secular subjects, while others define themselves by their refusal to eschew all that the secular world has to offer. There are Jews who run away from close-minded backgrounds to more open-minded social settings (religious or not), and Jews who reject the challenges of Modern Orthodoxy and take refuge in black-and-white society. From my own cynical viewpoint, a Jew’s mental definition of hashkafic placement seems more likely to be primarily rooted in what he or she is not, or is no longer, than in what he or she is or does.

This is not an entirely unexpected phenomenon. After all, a person’s current context establishes his or her perception of the norm, and any deviation from this standard is in some sense strange. The fact remains, however, that because we, the Jewish people, have many internal mahalokot (arguments), we are divided and subdivided into endless societies and groups and cliques, each defined by its differences from the others - or, to wit, the Others. By so narrowly defining ourselves, we create a situation where disdain and mistrust are par for the course.

A recent experience sheds much light on the dangers of internal fracturing. On a winter break trip to Israel, I met an ohol in a Ph.D. program, who commented to me on the ose in the difficulty of creating a distinct Jewish identity in university settings in Israel as opposed to in the U.S.: “In America, there’s the Jewish community, and then there are goyim. But here, even the goyim are Jews!” In other words, unlike in the U.S. where the Jews on campus create an exclusive group, and which enhance each other’s a sense of Jewish identity, there is no such possibility in Israel, because everyone is Jewish. With no outgroup, we are forced to create new outgroups, so we make “goyim” out of Jews. Once we have an Other, we can construct a Self. But this comes at the cost of excluding bona fide Jews, resigning them to be “the goyim” in this environment.

Another very telling experience was a that conversation that I had with a prominent religious Zionist leader. He informed me that it is supremely dangerous to live outside Israel, and only by moving to Israel can Jews hope for religious continuity. I strongly sensed that, despite some perceived communal connection, he still views Diaspora Jewry as an Other - a group that lacks vitality and needs to be convinced to move to Israel before it self-destructs.

In contrast, the most welcoming statement I heard during my trip came from a haredi acquaintance: “Wear a black hat, a white hat, a red hat, or no hat at all, it does not matter to me. The main thing is: “kulanu Yehudim - we are all Jews!” Apparently, respect, even identification with another, can be achieved even if the natural tendency is to view the other as an Other - and it is worth considering how this might be accomplished.

Of course, there is a second order of Otherness in the Jewish community, namely Jews who are inherently different from the vast majority of the population - Jews who are not necessarily better or worse by any measure, but who, for whatever reason, tend to be less integrated into society. This is a broader human problem; every group has Others. Yet, it is surely worth investigating how Judaism deals with this reality. Most obvious is the case of the convert, whose plight is addressed in many Biblical and Rabbinic sources. There are other, less apparent Others, namely people who struggle with mental or physical disabilities and developmental defects, or who are in socially and financially disadvantaged positions, and their difficulties are no less deserving of our consideration.

On a different note, we might relate to the ongoing discussion about the role of women in the Modern Orthodox world; the amount of ink that has been spilled on this topic in recent issues of Kol HaMevaser is the only compelling explanation for the lack of treatment in this issue. However, the question of whether and how much the Otherness of women affects their treatment in the Jewish world, both in the bBeit midrash and on the street, is worth some analysis.

There is also the question of how Jews should relate to halakhically distinct outgroups, including non-Jews (especially the more disliked nations such as Amalek, Ammon, and Mo’ar, Mitsrayim and Edom, and the seven
Response to Jewish Education Issue

Dear Editors,

Your interview with Rabbi Adler (5:2) for the most part solidified the high esteem in which I hold this master builder of Jewish education. However, I was troubled by his comments on Brisker lomdus in high schools as the best means of “intellectual stimulation” on account of basic skills being “a little boring.” As a graduate and musmakh of YU now serving as a high school rebbe at a co-educational Modern Orthodox school in a mid-size Jewish community, it is my personal opinion that Rabbi Adler, albeit with the best of intentions, has entirely missed the mark in his assessment, and that his and others’ approach to this issue is causing more harm than good.

I am proud to stress basic skills in my Gemara classes before delving into iyurim (in-depth analysis) — but never Brisker lomdus at their level — and my students are as engaged, stimulated, and excited as their peers elsewhere. What I would propose to Rabbi Adler and others who adapt his stance on this issue is that there are two means of “engagement” that must be taken into consideration. My students’ excitement is deep, if less broad, as it comes from the internal pride of knowing that they are able to actually do something on their own, that they have (or will have soon) the inestimable power of being able to learn any Gemara they choose. They are excited that they saw something a few notches above them, reached high, and took hold of it for themselves. Attaining that excitement is more laborious, more true, and it does not immediately cater to the culture of instant gratification to which we and our students fall prey. Why should Gemara education play a “yes dear” role to the worst social mores of our time? My experience has been that, when given an opportunity to rise above the need to feel immediately satisfied by their Torah learning and instead feel the old-fashioned exhilaration of production earned honestly and by accumulated toil, the students respond beautifully. In contrast, whatever excitement is gained by seeing something a hundred notches above them, staring at it off in the distance, and nodding solemnly at the beauty of it, as it flies by without truly understanding what it is that they’re seeing, is the kind of excitement that will leave as quickly as it came.

I fear that the learning in our classrooms may begin to adapt itself to our generation’s unfortunate tendency toward the apocryphal, with learning as an inherent value replaced by learning as entertainment, as something to stare and gawk at, as the ultimate unreachable goal by which to measure oneself without any real compunction to believe that we can “get there.” If “appreciation” of learning is central, Rabbi Adler would be right. If learning itself is a value, however, then even today, after all these millennia, and maybe more so than ever, learning takes actual work. This is not surprising, because learning is the emblematic derivative of our desire to come closer to Hashem during our time on earth. It is axiomatic that any relationship devoid of work has no staying power. To Rabbi Adler’s proposal that we inculcate our students with a burst of momentary excitement in a bid to generate a life-long love of learning, I can only say that that will work as well as any relationship entered into with a similar level of commitment. In comparison, suppose a well-intentioned basketball coach “excited” his team by showing them videos of plays by professional athletes that they could not possibly compete at their own skill level, leaving them to wonder whether their own functional abilities were of any use. Brisker lomdus, like those videos, may provide a very limited burst of excitement, but the real staying power will only be achieved through hard work and skills. Absent these, the players will neither enjoy nor understand basketball, and their long-term prospects for playing will be rather slim — all despite the excitement they initially felt upon watching those videos. On the issue of insufficient time for both skills and lomdus in “an hour and a half to two hours a day,” I find that claim suspect. I think some people just don’t want to make the effort, or don’t know how to, or don’t believe they can if they tried, or consider it beneath themselves to try. You may cover fewer sugyot in a year (although I doubt it, because on balance you’ll cover more ground anyway with their increased skills), but if each suga is learned first with an eye to basic skills and then analyzed in depth, all bases will be covered. This is what I do in my classroom, and the excitement on my students’ faces speaks for itself. The students bask in the glow of what they can actually accomplish on their own, as well as they should. For all intents and purposes, my students are building for themselves a complete set of Shas without ever entering a bookstore, and they cannot be prouder. Any real Brisker would laugh at a child, who can’t hold a Gemara straight, using the vaunted “Brisker Derech” the same way we chuckle seeing a small child wearing his father’s coat.

I will say only this, in conclusion, to Rabbi Adler and others who agree with him: Don’t feel bad for Gemara. Don’t be scared to present it for what it is.

Don’t apologize for its intricacy, difficulty, profundity, or depth. Don’t let excessive condiments dull the Gemara’s own delicious taste.

Kol Hamevaser

www.kolhamevaser.com
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Integral Other: The Need for Relationships in Judaism

BY: Chumie Yagod

Picture yourself on a mountaintop, surrounded only by a gentle breeze and the brilliant blue sky above. Not a sound can you hear; neither a voice calling your name nor a car screeching in the background, nobody and nothing distracting you from introspection. Up here you can contemplate the majesty of God’s world and truly let your spirit soar past the clouds drifting by. Here you can reach God. Yet, as R. Soloveitchik quotes in his discussion of mysticism, “This is not the way.”

Judaism does not command us to seclude ourselves, to forsake the bonds and bounds of human interaction. Quite the contrary – there are many mitzvot that we cannot perform without other people. Thus we begin to understand the significance of the “other” in Judaism. A religion centered on practice, Judaism requires that individuals form relationships with others. Commandments like honoring one’s parents, having children, and loving one’s neighbor force the individual to connect to others in order to properly fulfill his religious obligations.

As discussed by two philosophers, R. Joseph B. Soloveitchik and Emmanuel Levinas, this encounter with the “other” accomplishes two goals: It fulfills the individual, making him into a being that is capable of connecting to God, and it primes the individual to connect to God, the Ultimate Other, the Being as distinct from us as it is possible to be.

Drawing on Martin Buber’s famous classification of interpersonal relationships as “I-Thou,” R. Soloveitchik explains the requirement for a Jew to form relationships. Beginning with the relationship between two individuals, the Rav explores the connection between the fulfillment of Man and the individual’s relationships with others. When Man is first created, he possesses no characteristics that truly distinguish him from animal; he does not yet have a reasoning mind or a personality of any sort. The first interaction that takes place between Man and any “other” occurs with God, the Ultimate Other, and it is this interaction that catalyzes the beginning of Man’s self-discovery. He encounters the first being that is “other” to him and from this encounter, he begins to define himself. Man’s journey to self-awareness begins in the biological realm, where all humans are equally governed by nature’s laws. “Be fruitful and multiply” are the first words ever spoken to Man. By issuing this statement, God transforms the basic biological drive into a “conscious, deliberate, anticipated act,” thus lending Man the quality of motivation.

Motivation and deliberation lead the way to a kind of self-awareness. With a divine Other to lend Man’s actions the quality of purpose, Man comes to “possess biological awareness of himself.” Indeed, I believe that the fact that God is not merely an “other,” but The Other, plays a central role in this defining moment. No being less than the most distinct Being from Man could have begun the monumental process of Man’s self-awareness.

To be clear, the simple act of encountering God does not in itself create an ideal relationship between Man and the Divine. Man is still an infant with regard to his selfhood. It is only through relationships with others that Man can continue to realize himself and thus connect to God in the fullest capacity. Indeed, even prophets, who descend from Adam and therefore possess the ontic uniqueness that Adam discovers, do not achieve the ideal stage of connection with the Divine based on their prophecy alone. Prophetic encounters, in which God pursues man and, in some sense, forces the interaction upon him, are a subset of what the Rav calls the “reveleational consciousness.”

This consciousness is only part of the relationship with the Divine. Just as isolated mystical introspection is not conducive to the ideal relationship, prophecy alone does not connect one to God in the fullest sense. To achieve a complete relationship with God, Man also needs to approach God as a fulfilled individual, a “partner in the act of creation.” In this aspect of religious experience, Man approaches God with his creative, human spirit searching for freedom, in a movement of the “natural consciousness.” The combination of opposing approaches, freedom to seek God versus compulsory encounters with Him, plays out in many ways in Halakhah and is the only true way to connect to the Divine. Only with both aspects of the religious experience can the individual truly reach God.

This brings us back to relationships with other humans. Just as the first step in Man’s evolution into a being distinct from animals, with reason and personality, began with the Thou, God, so, too, the final step in the formation of Man’s identity involves the “thou,” Woman. God observes, “It is not good for man to be alone.” The sort of loneliness to which God refers is not the loneliness due to missing a companion, for that emotion requires Man to be a fully-formed individual with a complete personality and self-awareness. At this stage in his development, Man is not yet capable of noting such an absence. Rather, this loneliness “[d]enotes a state of neutrality and indifference... a non-personalistic life...” Until Eve enters the story, Man’s personality remains incomplete. Then God creates Man’s “thou,” Woman. Upon seeing Woman for the first time, upon facing his “thou,” Man becomes an “I.” Suddenly, Man can refer to himself: “Bone from my bone, flesh from my flesh...”

The “other” completes the individual in a way he could not on his own. Though the Rav does not explicitly state which qualities of relationships promote self-understanding, I believe that interactions with other people accomplish two goals in the development of personal identity: First, other people serve to highlight the individual’s uniqueness through contrast. By noticing the other’s distinct characteristics, man reflects on the variance between himself and his fellow, which furthers his self-understanding. Second, others often observe qualities or trends in ourselves that we have difficulty facing on our own. Given these realities, one should seek out relationships with people different than one’s self, so as to maximize self-awareness through diversity of experience. Additionally, the individual must remind himself to be receptive to constructive criticism, in order to receive this great service that a relationship provides. Relationships lend us self-awareness and self-understanding that would be impossible to acquire otherwise.

Though, in the beginning, the process of Man’s self-definition started with God and continued through relationships with individual humans, in post-Adam Man, the process is reversed. We, as individuals, are born into a framework in which we encounter others from the moment we enter the world. Presently we need to...
use the personalities that others help us develop to encounter God in a mature relationship. According to Emmanuel Levinas, an individual’s relationship to an “other” serves as a kind of microcosm for his relationship to God. Levinas explains that there are few characteristic qualities present in any relationship to an “other.” A true relationship between two individuals is a thing both mysterious and familiar. Though people may seem similar to each other, and though, since the time of Adam and Eve, there is nothing more natural than a connection between two people, from the perspective of the individual, “I” can never completely understand “you.” This truth is a result of the fact of each individual’s uniqueness. However, despite this inability to truly know the other, the relationship nonetheless compels the participation of the specific individual. In a true relationship between two individuals, “I” cannot be substituted for anyone else. In the same manner, the individual connects to God despite His being, “not simply the first other, the other par excellence, or the ‘absolutely other,’ but other than the other… transcendental to the point of absence.” The individual cannot ever understand God, to the extent that Maimonides posits that we can only say what God is not, rather than what He is. Yet, despite this inability to know the Ultimate Other, the individual is supposed to use his uniqueness to connect to God and realize that no person can substitute another in this connection.

It is not enough for Man to find one other; rather he must form bonds with many others, the bonds of a community. One of the main tenets of the Rav’s thought is the idea that the more complete a person is, fulfilled in as many ways as possible, the better his connection to God can be. Individuals are supposed to take their unique gifts, realize them, and use their entire beings to connect to God. “It is the broadening rather than the narrowing of the spirit that provides the opening to cleave to God metaphysically.” The mystic, who claims that connecting to God necessitates the abandonment of all distractions, including society, negates an essential part of man. An individual’s history is an integral dimension of his personality. By forming the bonds of community, a person connects to his “living history,” the “production of man’s spirit.” The community redeems Man in that it connects him to both the past and the future. When an individual connects to a community, he is intertwining himself in the chain, the mesorah, which reaches far back in history and continues on into the future. Man becomes “rooted in everlasting time, in eternity itself.”

In this way, man fulfills “his essence through activities directed at both the self and the other” Practically applied, this idea of the necessity of the “other” and others in our development as self-aware, fulfilled human beings capable of a rich relationship with God, compels us to accept and cherish our relationships with other individuals and our communities. These relationships do not serve as distractions but enable our self-awareness, afford us differing worldviews, and allow us to define ourselves by contrast. It is only through these crucial interactions that we can truly approach God.

Chumie Yagod is a junior at SCW majoring in Biology and Philosophy, and is a staff writer for Kol Hamevaser.
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In our politically correct Western culture, Modern Orthodox Jews face an unrelenting intellectual struggle. We embrace the concept that “all men are created equal” and staunchly affirm the inherent moral value of mankind. Yet, even as we interact with our non-Jewish neighbors, we preach a religion that glories in exclusionism. We celebrate the concept of chooseness with the weekly Sabbath, teach it to our children, and, for those of us in YU, encounter it in our daily Jewish Studies program. Our cherished religion and prevailing intellectual culture clash wildly. How can the true faith of the benevolent and perfect God exclude 99% of humanity? Must we be different?

Moses Mendelssohn and Hermann Cohen were two of the early modern Jewish philosophers to tackle the disturbing paradox of religious and cultural beliefs. Unlike the modern day Orthodox community, however, they attempted to recast traditional Judaism as a universalistic faith that offers equal spiritual opportunity to all of mankind. Nevertheless, despite their differences from the mainstream of Jewish thought, we may find their quests instructive. Thrust into a conflict between religious and cultural principles, it becomes easy to lose sight of our distinctiveness in the face of our universalist atmosphere. This essay, through a study of Mendelssohn and Cohen, seeks to accentuate exclusionist aspects of Judaism. Indeed, the traditional doctrine of Jewish election that the two philosophers sacrificed in order to accomplish their goal of reconciliation serves to highlight just how Orthodox Judaism spiritually elevates the Jewish nation above the rest of the world. Though this essay makes no attempt to define the precise nature of the differences between the Jewish and non-Jewish nations nor does it offer alternative paths to reconcile religion with culture, it underscores an element of Orthodoxy Judaism all too easily deemphasized: we are the consummate spiritual “other.”

In order to understand Moses Mendelssohn (1729 – 1786), we must first outline his cultural context. Mendelssohn embodied the values of the Enlightenment - a sweeping intellectual movement infatuated with the power of rational thought. The foundation for much of our modern day epistemology, the movement established reason as the sole standard of truth. Religion, a sphere whose basic tenets were previously beyond rational critique, came under increasing fire. As the Enlightenment pioneer John Locke wrote, “If they [the devout] know it [religion] to be a truth, they must know it to be so, either by its own self-evidence to natural reason, or by rational proofs.” Indeed, Christian philosophers of this age employed rational metaphysics in attempts to prove the existence of an omniscient and omnibenevolent God and to establish rational bases for morality. Since all humankind possesses the rational faculty required for this endeavor, the movement sparked a universalistic trend that lasts until today. With God omnibenevolent and with rationality (the means of attaining morality and salvation) available to everyone, an environment of tolerance developed. Indeed, as Hebrew Union College professor Michael Meyer writes, “a universal human nature, universal natural law, and universal rationality” made the persecution of religious minorities, such as the Jews, “a gross anomaly.”

Thus, even as anti-Semitism continued, a process known as Emancipation began, in which, for the first time in over 1500 years of exile, Jews gradually attained full citizenship and legal protection under European law. This newfound ability to engage in society and the widespread acceptance of the universalistic religion of reason, however, presented a grave challenge to Jewish doctrine. According to classical Jewish thought, such as that propounded by R. Sa’adyah Ga’on, religious values bifurcate into mitsvot sikkhitot - laws arrived at through reason - and mitsvot shiniyot - law that originated in Revelation. Though R. Sa’adyah presented Revelatory law as fully consistent with and accessible by reason, he affirmed it as the heritage solely of the Jewish nation. As Michael Meyer explains, Enlightenment Christians besiegied this conception of Judaism and its propounders with attacks on its rational foundations. If God is omnibenevolent, how does one explain the exclusionism of Revelation? If God cares for all those He created in His image, why limit His word only to a “small Asiatic people”? Julius Gutmann points out, “If Revelation were truly necessary for making them [religious truths] known, it would contradict the [universal] goodness of God.” So, if all people with rational abilities can discover religious truths and attain ethical perfection, what need is there for Revelation in the first place? Moses Mendelssohn, both a God-fearing Jew and a leader of and spokesman for the burgeoning Haskalah (Jewish
Mendelssohn affirms that religious truths are demonstrable through reason and, as a result, obtainable by any with a rational faculty. Thus, Judaism remains compatible with an omnibenevolent and rational God who extends the hope of salvation to reasonable people. All aspects of religious value remain within reach of mankind. What of Revelation and the ceremonial laws that distinguish Judaism? Mendelssohn strips Revelatory law of its inherent religious value and finds a different significance for its existence. He concludes that ritual laws, rather than embody purely religious values, "relate only to Jews and imparts no inherent religious value. Nathan Rotenstreich points out a glaring weakness in these tenets. He asks, if everyone can access morality purely through rational means, and if the laws of Torah are not required for salvation, "why should Jews continue to abide by them?" Indeed, four of Mendelssohn’s six children chose the "rational" path toward salvation rather than the rigors of Jewish law. Moses Mendelssohn’s seduction by the forces of Enlightenment rationalism and universalism runs counter to the classical doctrine of many Orthodox Jews. Indeed, R. Aharon Lichtenstein discusses the friction sometimes created between religious doctrine and reason that Mendelssohn attempts to circumvent. He argues, “Mendelssohn’s contention that [dogma] does not figure at all [in the rational sphere within Judaism] is patently false.” As opposed to Mendelssohn, who subjugates religion to reason, Modern Orthodox Jews sometimes accept tenets that conflict with reason, though we attempt to avert the collision. Thus, we can assert that all humans are created be’selem Elokim (in the image of God) even as we grant independent value to Revelatory law. But if we elevate the Revelatory law to a position of religious value, in which case we focus on the ritualistic action over and above the rational moral sentiment, then we affirm ourselves as exclusionary in the realm of religious expression. God commanded only the Jews to keep the law and bars non-Jews from sharing in its value. Thus, as the contrast with Mendelssohn’s theories sensitizes us - we place religious value on Revelation and non-rational law, and then emphasize prescribed actions alongside inner sentiment - we are truly distinguished from the rest of mankind. As God informs us in Deuteronomy, we are an am kadosh, a distinct nation.

Hermann Cohen (1842 – 1918), a post-Kantian Jewish German philosopher and the subject of R. Joseph B. Soloveitchik’s doctoral thesis, leaves the folds of traditional Jewish thought. Indeed, he treats God more as an idea rather than as an actual metaphysical entity. Similar to Mendelssohn, however, his philosophy of Judaism revolves around the spread of universal ethics as opposed to exclusionist legal doctrine. He contends that Judaism, especially as manifested in the Prophets, embodies the highest of ethical monotheistic principles.

What is the goal of these ethics? The ethical act is directed toward the accomplishment of an ideal: the completely ethical community. Thus, a performer of ethical acts focuses on the future moral progress of society. Though Cohen believes that Jewish texts embody the highest levels of moral value, his views disaffirm the historical significance of the Jews as a nation. As Julius Guttmann writes, according to Cohen, “We are duty bound to uphold our ancestral faith, not out of a sense of reverence for the past, but from a sense of responsibility toward the moral future.” Thus, we can ask, why focus on a universal religious national past when the goal of our actions is not uniqueness? Indeed, the aim of Judaism becomes the loss of its identity. In the words of Eliezer Berkovits, “Israel is unique [in Cohen’s eyes] – for the time being – because the other [of the world] have not yet become what they are supposed to be, [ethical] mankind.” The more the purpose of religion is identified with universal rational ethics, the less its distinct history matters other than as an ethical example to future generations. Though we may be unique today, our hope is to no longer be unique tomorrow.

In that same vein, Cohen’s conception of universal ethical monotheism severs the religious connection between Jews and the Land of Israel. Indeed, if Judaism aims to spread a message of morality, why should it restrict itself to a single land? As Berkovits points out, “If the state is an annexe to the framework of ethical monotheism, statelessness is not exiled; on the contrary… it is the ideal situation for the Jew.” The universalistic Jews of Cohen, far from dreaming of aliyyah, instead strive to spread out amongst the nations! Cohen’s philosophy thus highlights Judaism’s inner conflict between universalism and exclusivism. If Orthodox Jews today embrace the Land and State of Israel as inherently religiously significant, as opposed to only historically or nationally important, they must also acknowledge Judaism as religiously select.

Although Western universalism and the tolerance of the modern age have led to times of unprecedented safety and opportunity for the Jewish people, especially in America, we Modern Orthodox Jews must acknowledge the inherent dangers. As our analysis of Mendelssohn and Cohen emphasizes, no matter how seductive the universal "religion of reason," we conceive our identity as bound up in an immutable reality: We are spiritually different.

As our analysis of Mendelssohn and Cohen emphasizes, no matter how seductive the universal “religion of reason,” we conceive our identity as bound up in an immutable reality: We are spiritually different.
Interview with Rabbi David Bigman

BY: Gavi Brown

GB: Do you view your yeshivah as having a distinct mission or credo that sets it apart from the other yeshivot header? If so, what is it?

RDB: Let me first discuss what we have in common with the rest of the yeshivah world. First, in terms of the broad yeshivah world, we share an emphasis on adherence to the halakhic mode and a great love of Torah learning. This is common to all yeshivot and is true of Ma’ale Gilboa as well. What differentiates us from the broader yeshivah world relates to one point that unites all of the religious Zionist yeshivot, namely the specific commitment to Medinat Yisrael and Kelal Yisrael. In Ma’ale Gilboa, we try, in particular, to emphasize Kelal Yisrael; we try to give our Israeli population an understanding that there are other Jews in the world and that they have a responsibility to them, not just to Medinat Yisrael. So in that way we differ slightly from other yeshivot hesder, which emphasize a commitment to the Jewish people only within the context of the Jewish State of Israel and Zionism.

Beyond that, there are two other aspects of Ma’ale Gilboa that make it unique. The first is that we strongly emphasize sympathy, understanding, and respect for human beings, whomever and wherever they may be. Although we have a special affinity toward our own people, we also feel that we have a responsibility to all human beings. The second aspect is our attempt to continue the Hildesheimer school of thought. We believe that Torah and other realms of knowledge, what is called in YU “Torah u-Madda,” are not two separate fields. We try to show that there is an interaction between the learning of Torah and other forms of learning, including academic approaches to Torah study. The richer the background of the student in literature, sciences, and the arts, the better the student will be; his or her Torah will be enriched through those other forms of knowledge. There should be a connection between general studies, including academic studies of Judaism, and Torah. We think that broad backgrounds have value both in and of themselves and in terms of learning Torah.

The continuation of Torah is dependent on the capability for serious critical thought. Everything is dependent on the kushya, the question. If a student is not curious about the material he or she is learning and does not question it in a positive way, then we have lost the process of Torah she-be-al Peh [the Oral Torah]. The questioning process cannot be dampened or limited. There must be freedom in questioning, for the development of the student as a ben or bat Torah and for the development of Torah itself.

GB: You portray your yeshivah as one with halakhic sensitivity. Can you define the difference between halakhic sensitivity and general sensitivity?

RDB: I once asked a student what it means to be a posek in the spirit of Ma’ale Gilboa. He answered that to be a posek from Ma’ale Gilboa means to be extremely attentive, in the process of rendering a halakhic decision, to the human predicament of the person asking the question. The posek takes this into account when rendering the best halakhic decision. This approach, which can be found in classical responsa literature, seems to differ from what Rav Soloveitchik spelled out in Ma Dodech Midod. He implies that while there is definitely a psychological dimension that a posek must grapple with when rendering a decision for, say, an agunah, it does not really affect the end decision. His process can be likened to a satellite in orbit, governed by metaphysical laws. In contrast, in our conception of the halakhic process, although the posek is limited and must work within the confines of Halakhah, which may prevent him from helping the person, the posek’s will to help the person makes a big difference in terms of reaching a halakhic conclusion.

GB: So does Halakhah limit sensitivity?

RDB: I will answer this question as a student of the Musar movement. If one’s religious education focuses solely on observing Halakhah, as the Hazon Ish suggested, there is a great chance that Halakhah will desensitize you. But if you were brought up in the Musar movement, as I was, you are exposed to other types of Torah that sensitize you to other human beings’ needs. They used to say in the Musar movement that a person should be concerned with his or her own Olam ha-Ba and with everyone else’s Olam ha-Zeh. In other words, you should be concerned, as an individual, with the other’s real life situation and what is troubling him or her. I sincerely think that although there were some disadvantages to the Musar movement, it certainly brought about a real change in how to view the other with sensitivity.

One of my students pointed out that the Saba Mislobodkas, in all of his speeches, mentions gadlut ha-adam and kevod ha-adam — the greatness of man and the respect of man. Together, these ideas reflect a two-tiered system. You should respect yourself, as a human being who was created in the image of God, and you should respect and care for the other, who was also created in the image of God. However, some of the Saba’s descendants emphasized prayer and avodat Hashem rather than sensitivity toward others. In certain circles, there seems to have been a change in priorities and emphasis. At Ma’ale Gilboa, we believe that emphasizing peoples’ needs has a lot to do with our educational modes beyond Halakhah. Learning Aggadah, and even learning literature, will help emphasize people’s sensitivity in human situations.

GB: Who is “the other” in general Israeli society?

RDB: Unfortunately, I think that Israeli society tends to be insensitive toward the other, and the other in Israeli secular society is most often anyone who is not like the particular group in question. That sometimes plays itself out in fear and disdain of the Haredi, the Dati Le’umi, the Druzi, the Circassion, and the Israeli Arab or Palestinian.

Of course, this is a generalization, but once, a man who grew up in Nir David, a neighboring secular kibbutz, wrote in a newspaper that when he was growing up, he was taught to love everyone, but underlying that value was a clear disdain for datiyan [religious people] and Aravim [Arabs]. However, this article was written twenty-five years ago, and the situation has definitely improved. Since I have been here, I have noticed a real shift in how people understand the other. There are more minority groups in the media, including religious Jews and Arabs. It is a slow process, and I still don’t know how deeply it has infiltrated into the Israeli psyche.

GB: What is the most unfairly oppressed group in Dati Le’umi society, and how is this reflected in practice?

RDB: The other in Dati Le’umi society is complicated as well. The other most unfairly oppressed by Dati Le’umi society is definitely the Arab, both Israeli and Palestinian. The Dati Le’umi’s relationship with the hilonim is ambivalent as well. While, on the one hand, hilonim are seen as the other, there are few families without at least one member who identifies as secular. And, of course, we have great affinity toward our family members, which complicates the issue. The reality, whether good or bad, seems to be that people weave in and out of secular and religious society -- not with ease, because
RDB: I remember a particular experience that was formative for me, which happened while I was growing up in Northwest Detroit. At some point, the community became racially integrated.

If Halakhah is the text, ethics is the context of the text. If you start your journey in Halakhah without the concept of human well-being and the importance of human life, then you will not really get it right.

GB: Can you relate any personal experiences that have significantly impacted the way you relate to other groups in society?

RDB: Although I agree with Rav Kook’s sentiments very much, I’m not sure I agree with the way in which he articulated them, because, in the aftermath of the Sho’ah, I have some doubts about whether we have natural morality. However, I would say that there is a basic ethos in the Torah that comes before Halakhah that has to do with the idea that man was created in the image of God, but also the idea that man has the ability to converse with God, so to speak, about the well-being of society. I think that Abraham’s argument with God, and many other similar examples in Tanakh, illustrate the concept of well-being and ethics to be considered a substrate of Halakhah. If Halakhah is the text, ethics is the context of the text. If you start your journey in Halakhah without the concept of human well-being and the importance of human life, then you will not really get it right.

GB: Is there a leader (whether one you have personally interacted with or not) whom you admire as an exemplar of sensitivity to “the other”? What have you learned from his or her example?

RDB: Rabbi [Yosef] Blau is to me an exemplary example with respect to his sensitivity to the other. Rabbi Blau was my principal in tenth grade when I came to high school in Skokie. There were two things that were unbelievable about him. He has a great affinity to human beings that allows him to quickly create meaningful and lasting friendships. It is unbelievable that he was able to maintain his friendship with me after high school even though we only met once every couple of years. He shows a great deal of caring. The second unique thing about Rabbi Blau is that he had a few criticisms of me during my high school years and always communicated that criticism in the most gentle and loving way, which I think is a real, real talent.

RDB: I remember a particular experience where I was coming to terms with imams on a regular basis. I am part of a group of rabbis which meets with imams on a regular basis. I have to admit that the havruta way of thinking helps us try to accommodate their way of thinking and their specific needs. However, I don’t feel that there is much reciprocity. There is something that is very different in our cultures. For example, in one meeting, we recall my black neighbors inviting me to play basketball with them, even though I was the worst basketball player on the block. Their genuine camaraderie really affected me deeply. Although I did have some anti-Semitic experiences, I have some doubts about whether we have natural morality. However, I would say that there is a basic ethos in the Torah that comes before Halakhah that has to do with the idea that man was created in the image of God, but also the idea that man has the ability to converse with God, so to speak, about the well-being of society. I think that Abraham’s argument with God, and many other similar examples in Tanakh, illustrate the concept of well-being and ethics to be considered a substrate of Halakhah. If Halakhah is the text, ethics is the context of the text. If you start your journey in Halakhah without the concept of human well-being and the importance of human life, then you will not really get it right.

GB: Can you relate any personal experiences that have significantly impacted the way you relate to other groups in society?

RDB: Let me answer this question by repeating one of the most important derashot that Aryeh Leib Bakst used to give in Detroit once or twice a year. He spoke about the Talmudic passage that says, “whoever says that David sinned [with Bat-Sheva] is simply mistaken.”

GB: There have recently been “price tag” attacks initiated by settlers that have targeted Arabs, left-wing activists, and soldiers. Is your reaction to these attacks rooted in Halakhah, natural morality, or both?

GB: There have recently been “price tag” attacks initiated by settlers that have targeted Arabs, left-wing activists, and soldiers. Is your reaction to these attacks rooted in Halakhah, natural morality, or both?

RDB: Rabbi David Bigman is the Rosh ha-Yeshivah of Yeshivat Ma’ale Gilboa.

Gavi Brown is a sophomore at YC majoring in English, and is the design editor for Kol Hameveser.

1. Esriel Hildesheimer (1820-1899) was a German rabbi who pioneered the modernization of Orthodox Jewry by encouraging religious and secular studies, academic scholarship, and developing partnerships with non-Orthodox Jews to address broad issues facing the Jewish community, such as anti-Semitism and ritual slaughter. He also maintained contact with all denominations of Jews in Palestine.

2. The Masser Movement is a Jewish ethical and cultural movement that was started by Orthodox Jews in nineteenth-century Lithuania.

3. Rav Nosson Tzvi Finkel (1849-1927) known as “der Alter,” the elder, and the “Saba Mislobodka,” or the “Alter of Slobodka,” was the founder of the Slobodka Yeshiva in Ukraine. Many of his pupils became leaders of Orthodox Judaism in the United States and Israel.

4. The Circassians are a Sunni Muslim group from the Caucasus. Many Circassians arrived in the Middle East when they were expelled from their homeland after the Russian-Circassian War in the late nineteenth century. 4,000 Circassians live in the Galilee as full Israeli citizens.


Modern Orthodoxy: The “Other” Within American Jewry

By: Elana Raskas

Try your hand at the following questions: How many American Jews identify as Orthodox? What percentage of American Jews lives outside of New York? Which university is home to more Jews, University of Florida or Yeshiva University?

I recently found myself amongst a group of twenty YC and SCW students asked these very questions. The answers that many students offered were incredibly inaccurate, and we laughed at each other, amazed at our own ignorance. Merely 10% of American Jews identify themselves as Orthodox1 (not 60%, as one student suggested), 75% of American Jews live outside of New York2 (someone guessed that as many live inside), and the University of Florida has more Jews than does our own university3.

I am not sure that statistics define what is mainstream and what is not, but if they are any indication, then Yeshiva University is certainly “the Other” in American Jewry. As an Orthodox institution, and a Modern Orthodox one at that, we represent just a small minority of the broader American Jewish community.

Yet the average YU student seems to have little or no sense of Jewish life outside this community. The Modern Orthodox track is straightforward: spend twelve years in the yeshiva school system, choose your favorite Modern Orthodox summer camp, go to Israel for a year or two and come back to YU (or perhaps another college; your parents will consent to this as long as it has a large Orthodox community), repeat the cycle with your own family. Chances of befriending non-Orthodox Jews in the process? Slim to none.

Now, I am not looking to criticize this course of life. I myself am a product of this system, and am forever indebted to it and grateful for the education and opportunities it has afforded me thus far. But recently I have noticed how infrequently I consider where I, and the Orthodox community, stand in the broader context of American Jewry. As Orthodox Jews, we tend to view Orthodoxy as the core of the Jewish community, with all other Jews existing on the periphery. The Orthodox Jew is the “true” Jew, while the others add to our numbers but do not count for much else. But the roughly 90% of American Jews who do not identify as Orthodox must disagree. Most Jews are unaffiliated, some perhaps traditional, maybe Conservative or Reform, while only a marginal number are Orthodox.

To most of America’s Jews, we are the exception. A whole slew of questions arise when we stop and consider our own community within a broader context. These questions can be broken down into two major categories: our relationship with other Jews and our vision for the future of American Jewry.

One critical component of how we relate to the broader Jewish community lies in our conception of the general Jewish population in America. This general population can be divided into Jews who identify with a particular denomination or movement, and those who do not. Often, our attitude towards Jews who do not is much simpler. We have many flourishing kiruv organizations whose missions are quite clearly to bring “lost” Jews back to Judaism.

When it comes to Jews who identify with and are committed to other movements within Judaism, however, the questions are much more complex. There are two popular ways of relating to these groups: either as legitimate forms of Judaism—we have our own community, which is truly “the Other” within American Jewry.

It is difficult to understand and address various issues that American Jews face if we have no opportunity to hear from other Jews, to converse with Jews outside of our narrow community.

Merely 10% of American Jews identify themselves as Orthodox.

www.kolhamevaser.com
Rashei Yeshivah called for the complete breaking of ties with any community that endorses female rabbincic ordination; casualties in the Yom Kippur War were blamed on the sexual promiscuity of secular Jews; and Rabbi Ethan Tucker of Mochon Hadar was barred from speaking on campus.” Evidently, Orthodoxy is in and everything else is out.

This closed attitude, I believe, is the reason that I, as well as so many of my peers, have trouble placing Orthodoxy into the broader context of American Jewry. It is difficult to understand and address various issues that American Jews face if we have no opportunity to hear from other Jews, to converse with Jews outside of our narrow community, which is truly “the Other” within American Jewry. If we are to ask ourselves important questions about our relationship to other Jews and about our vision for American Jewry, we must increase our exposure to different types of Jews, not decrease it.

The challenge of joining together with the broader American Jewish community to tackle the difficult questions about our future is a complicated one; certainly no single institution can address it alone. Nonetheless, we must be willing to be partners in the process. As I stated earlier, I can hardly begin to envision the larger goals of the American Jewish community and how we can all work together to best achieve them. Perhaps as college students we need more interaction with students at other institutions; perhaps the leaders of various movements should interact more frequently, not to debate our differences but to reaffirm all that we share and value, and to find areas in which our goals meet. I am not certain. At this point, I am calling for an increased awareness of the broader American Jewish community, for the recognition that there is struggling and vibrant Jewish life beyond the Orthodox sphere that we can both contribute to and benefit from. We must begin with exposure to and conversation with Jews somewhat different than ourselves, if we are to better define our relationship with other American Jews and envision our goals as a nation, despite our differences.

One might inquire why an undergraduate at YU should engage with such people or questions at all—if a student wishes to encounter non-Orthodox Jews, he or she could study at a secular college—should YU not serve as a safe-haven, as a shelter from the non-Orthodox? The answer is, certainly not! YU promises its students an excellent education in both the Jewish and secular academic arenas, not protection from new ideas or different people. YU professes: “Only through formal Jewish education can we ensure the spiritual, national and cultural future of the Jewish people.” The outstanding Jewish education that students receive here should be geared towards ensuring the future not only of Orthodoxy, but of the entire Jewish people. Combining this

Brother, Not Other: Rambam’s Loving Embrace of Converts

By: Gilad Barach

It may sound surprising to the contemporary Jew, but classical Jewish sources do not unanimously favor converts. This unsympathetic attitude present in some texts even goes beyond the three initial rebuffs in the conversion process; even after the full halakhic conversion is complete, much negativity is directed towards the convert. Rambam stands out among the medieval commentators as a staunch supporter and defender of converts, in both halakhic and hashkafic contexts. Though his stance may seem self-evident nowadays, Rambam grappled with certain sources, often interpreting them more liberally and less literally in order to establish his approach. His far-reaching and consistent treatment of converts spans several of his works; in each, Rambam is notable for his sympathy – indeed, his love – for his new brethren.

Sefer ha-Mitsvot: Love for the Ger

Why are Jews obligated in ahavat ha-ger, love of the stranger? According to the Sefer ha-Hinnukh, the Torah’s intention is to train Jews in “grace and compassion” so that other nations should think highly of them and declare, “This is the nation of God.” One way to exhibit grace and compassion is by embracing converts, individuals who left their nations and families to join Judaism, who chose truth and hated falsehood. The mitsvah of ahavat ha-ger, then, is just a single, practical instance of a broader national goal: Jews must internalize and epitomize positive character traits, and treating converts well is a sensible means to this end.

Rambam’s explanation of the mitsvah is more straightforward than the Hinnukh’s. The reason for this commandment is that “since he entered in [the covenant] with our Torah, God added love for him and designated for him an additional commandment.” Rambam believes that this mitsvah is not for an instrumental purpose, but for an inherent one: A convert’s proactive decision to join God’s covenant alone warrants his special endearment by all Jews.

In addition to providing the rationale for ahavat ha-ger, commentators confront another halakhic question: Who is a ger? The broadest interpretation can be attributed to R. Yisrael Meir Kagan (the Hafets Hayyim), in his pamphlet, Sefer ha-Mitsvot ha-Katsar. R. Kagan states that the mitsvah of ahavat ha-ger applies to all strangers in one’s community – converts or not.

As mentioned earlier, the Hinnukh believes that this mitsvah is a specific instance of the Torah’s general emphasis on and demand for kindness. Unsurprisingly, he adds towards the end of his commentary on this mitsvah, “We should learn from this valuable commandment to have mercy on a man in a city that is not his homeland or the place of his parents’ family, and we should not pass him by when we find him alone on the road and all his helpers are distant from him, just as we see that the Torah commands us to have mercy on anyone who needs assistance.” Minhat Hinnukh clarifies that this postscript is just an ethical aside, while the technical commandment is indeed limited to a convert. Nonetheless, even if the Hinnukh agrees that, legally speaking, the mitsvah is strictly limited to converts, he believes that the logic behind it is more universal.

Again, Rambam stands out in his interpretation. Since, in Rambam’s opinion, the commandment of ahavat ha-ger is based on the ger’s unprompted theological and halakhic commitment, the mitsvah is inherently limited to the convert. While love of our Jewish brethren is a commandment unto itself, ahavat ha-ger

The Other in Judaism

By: Robert Bella

sympathy – indeed, his love – for his new approach. His far-reaching and consistent stance may seem self-evident nowadays, and hashkafic contexts. Though his defender of converts, in both halakhic and less literally in order to establish his community, for the recognition that there is struggling and vibrant Jewish life beyond the Orthodox sphere that we can both contribute to and benefit from. We must begin with exposure to and conversation with Jews somewhat different than ourselves, if we are to better define our relationship with other American Jews and envision our goals as a nation, despite our differences.

One might inquire why an undergraduate at YU should engage with such people or questions at all—if a student wishes to encounter non-Orthodox Jews, he or she could study at a secular college—should YU not serve as a safe-haven, as a shelter from the non-Orthodox? The answer is, certainly not! YU promises its students an excellent education in both the Jewish and secular academic arenas, not protection from new ideas or different people. YU professes: “Only through formal Jewish education can we ensure the spiritual, national and cultural future of the Jewish people.” The outstanding Jewish education that students receive here should be geared towards ensuring the future not only of Orthodoxy, but of the entire Jewish people. Combining this

Elana Raskas is a junior at SCW majoring in English Literature and Jewish Studies, and is a staff writer for Kol Hamevaser.


3 “60 Universities with the Largest Jewish Population in North America,” Hillel: The Foundation for Jewish Campus Life (July 23, 2009), available at: www.hillel.org. According to the data linked from this article, University of Florida is home to 6,500 Jewish undergraduate students, and NYU has about 6,000. A representative from YU admissions informed me that YU has around 2,300 undergraduates.

4 “One of the most widely noted findings from the American Religious Identification Survey (ARIS 2008), which was released in March 2009, was the substantial increase in the No Religion segment of the U.S. population, whom we designate as ‘Nones.’ The Nones increased from 8.1% of the U.S. adult population in 1990 to 15% in 2008 and from 14 to 34 million adults. Their numbers far exceed the combined total of all the non-Christian religious groups in the U.S.” (Larry A. Kosmin and Ariela Keysar with Ryan Cragun and Jubeh Navarro-Rivera, American Nones: The Profile of the No Religion Population (Hartford, CT: Institute for the Study of Secularism in Society & Culture, 2009), i, available at: commons.trincoll.edu/aris/files/2011/08/NONES_08.pdf).

5 The Good Society by Robert Bella (a sociologist at UC Berkeley) is a study of America’s increasingly individualistic society and the need to revitalize communal structures.


is an unrelated love specific for converts. This is obviously a world apart from R. Kagan, and even unlike the Hinnukh, as Rambam would never expand ahavat ha-ger to love of strangers in general.

Rambam’s consistent and insistent approach that ahavat ha-ger applies only to converts leads to difficulties in understanding the very source of the commandment. The biblical source of ahavat ha-ger is the verse, “You shall love the ger, for you were gerim in the land of Egypt.” Based on its context in this verse, as well as its usage throughout the Bible, the word “ger” clearly refers to a stranger. Because the Jews were strangers in Egypt, they know the “soul of the stranger” and must empathize with those in similar situations. However, Jews were not converts in Egypt. R. Kagan’s expansive definition of ahavat ha-ger as love of all strangers is actually most reflective of the verse itself. The Hinnukh, though he limits the application of the mitsvot to converts, is willing to expand it (even if only in the non-legal, ethical realm) to the strangers to which the verse refers. Rambam’s interpretation, however, clashes with the plain meaning of the text, by defining ger as a convert, to the total exclusion of a stranger.

Mishneh Torah: Acceptance of a Ger

Many diverging attitudes towards gerim are found in Hazal. Statements from the Talmud Bavli, Talmud Yerushalmi, and Midrash reflect perspectives from all over the spectrum, from acceptance and accommodation to rejection and opposition.

Hillel famously accepted even improperly motivated converts. The Midrash understands that God instructs Jews to bring potential converts closer, rather than to distance them. In the Talmud Yerushalmi, Rav concludes that we should accept even those who converted with clear ulterior motives, since it is possible, perhaps, that they converted for religious reasons in addition.

On the other hand, there are many sources in Hazal that reflect a less-than-positive outlook on converts. R. Yitshak says, “Evil after evil will befall those who accept converts.” One Gemara says, “Converts are as bad for Israel as a sapphati, a sore on the skin.” As we will see, there are many interpretations as to what, exactly, might be so bad about converts. Regardless, the Talmud clearly intends these words derogatorily and expresses an unwillingness to accept converts.

R. Shlomo Goren has categorized these diverging opinions of Hazal according to the locales in which they were formulated. Midrashim and the Talmud Yerushalmi do not record any negative statements about converts or suggest any methods to discourage them; instead, “The Yerushalmi sees in their acceptance a great spiritual accomplishment.” It is primarily the Talmud Bavli that disparages converts. R. Gore links this discrepancy in attitudes to the differing realities in Israel and Huts la-Arets (the Diaspora). Outside of Israel, Jews may be concerned that imperfect converts will only love Judaism conditionally; if and when that condition falters, they will revert to a lack of interest. However, in Israel, even if a convert initially has an unrighteous motivation, involvement in the Jewish environment will inspire them “to see the light of Judaism.” Therefore, the sources from Israel (Midrash and Talmud Yerushalmi) speak favorably of converts, while sources from the Diaspora (Talmud Bavli) are more suspicious of converts.

Though the attitudes towards converts demonstrated by these generally aggadic statements fall across the spectrum, Hazal’s halakhic rulings do not. The primary talmudic source for conversion procedure details a script that the Jewish court must read to a prospective convert. The role of the conversation is clearly stated: “Why do we tell him everything? For if he turns away, let him turn away.” Hazal aim to dissuade the convert and they feel no responsibility to encourage him. Rambam, of course, must quote the halakhic ruling of the Talmud. But he silently and subtly recasts the conversation with the convert so as to draw him in, rather than deter him.

Of course, Jewish law seeks to turn away insincere converts, who cause problems for themselves and for the Jewish community. To this end, the Jewish court begins the conversion process with a verbal deterrent, aimed to screen converts for insincerity. After initial discouragement, the court gives the potential convert a primer in mitsvot and punishments to inform him of the religious commitment he is to accept upon himself. In the Talmud, the tone of the conversation continues to be quite stern. In contrast, in Rambam’s version of the conversation, as described below, the deterrent component is neutral, while the informative component reflects an attitude of encouragement and endearment.

In comparing the tones of the Talmud’s and Rambam’s conversations, it is important to note that Rambam created his own screening procedure, separate from the Talmud’s. Rambam’s process occurs before any of the Talmud’s script is read. According to Rambam, as soon as a potential convert appears before a Jewish court, the court investigates the possibility of ulterior motives, such as a desire to marry a particular Jewish man or woman. If no such motive is found, the petitioner is told about the great difficulty in observing the Torah, so that he or she will turn away if he or she is not entirely committed to observance. If, at that point, the potential convert still accepts the terms and does not turn away, and the court sees that he or she is driven by love of God, then the convert is accepted as genuine. In this first screening, which is not particularly hostile, Rambam establishes the convert’s sincerity. With this as the prerequisite, Rambam begins his endearing informative conversation, which draws from both the Talmud’s deterrent and informative dialogues. Throughout, he reinterprets Hazal’s phrases.

According to the Talmud, [the court asks the convert] ‘Do you not know that Jews nowadays are broken down and pushed down, lowly and bewildered, and affections come upon them?’ If he answers, ‘I know, and I am not worthy [to join in with them],’ they accept him immediately. This question, posed in the Talmud as a warning for insincere converts, seems misplaced in Rambam’s conversation, because, in his opinion, it is addressed to converts who have already been found to have proper motivation. The end of Rambam’s conversation explains how this question serves to endear, rather than distance, the convert, as will be discussed below.

The Talmud continues, “They tell him of the punishment for [violating] the commandments… Just as they tell him the punishment for the commandments, so too they tell him their reward. They tell him, ‘Know that the world to come is made only for the righteous, and Israel nowadays can accept neither much goodness nor much punishment. They do not overstress this to him, and they are not exacting with him.’ Rashi explains that Jews cannot accept much goodness because they are antagonized by the yetser ha-ra, the evil inclination, which impels them to sin.” Still, the court should not say further things to instill more fear to make the convert leave.

Rambam relocates the directive, “They do not overstress this to him,” to the description of punishments for violating commandments. He expands and explains, “They are not exacting with him, lest they cause him distress and he would veer from the right path to the wrong path. For, in the beginning, one draws a man with soft, graceful words, as it says, ‘I drew them with cords of man,’ and after that, ‘With bands of love.’” The verse from Hoshe’a that Rambam quotes, which is not cited in this context by any Gemara or Midrash, refers to God’s embrace of the fledgling Jewish nation, lovingly drawing them in to be His people. Its appearance in Rambam’s treatment of converts reflects his belief that Jewish courts should relate to new converts as God related to His new nation.

At this point, Rambam expands the Talmud’s mention of the rewards earned by observing the commandments. He inserts, “They tell him that through the

Iggeret Teman. Translation of Nahum ha-Maaravi under the title Petah Tiqwa. In a collection of philosophical treatises in various scripts. Frankfurt am Main, 1588. Ashkenazi script.

The epistle was written by Maimonides in about 1172 C.E. to the Jewish community of Yemen that had written to him requesting advice and guidance at a time of persecution, forced conversions and upheaval. His response gave them hope and encouragement and Yemenite Jewry has maintained a special bond with Maimonides to this day.

Note: This is not the epistle referenced by the author here.
observance of these commandments, he will merit the World to Come, and that there is no fully righteous man except for a wise man who performs these commandments and knows them."\(^{24}\)

Rambam then quotes and expands another fragment from the Talmud, totally reversing its implications in the process. The Talmud said, "They tell him, ‘Know that the World to Come is made only for the righteous.’"\(^{25}\) This statement suggests that a convert is far from secure even after he converts; he must be personally righteous in order to merit the World to Come. Rambam instead specifies, "Know that the World to Come is reserved only for the righteous, and they are Israel."\(^{26}\)

This addition implies that, merely by joining Judaism, the convert will merit the World to Come.

In the last sentence in the conversation described by the Talmud, the court warns, "Israel nowadays can accept neither much goodness nor much punishment." As mentioned earlier, Rashi understands that this refers to the unending war with the yetser ha-ger. Rambam interprets this statement in the opposite way: "[The court tells the convert,] ‘Though you see Israel afflicted in this world, good is reserved for them [in the next world]; because they are not able to accept much goodness in this world like the nations, lest their hearts become proud and they will stray and lose their reward in the World to Come, as it says, ‘Yeshurun became proud’."\(^{22}\) Nonetheless, God does not bring much punishment on them, so they will not be lost. Though all of the nations end, they are still standing. 'They talk at length about this in order to endeavor him.'\(^{28}\)

There are several significant differences between the formulation found in the Talmud (with Rashi's interpretation) and in Rambam. Instead of frightening the convert with the difficulty of life as a Jew, the court is actually giving a religious rationale for that difficulty. This, in turn, provides an explanation for the very first sentence said to the convert: "Do you not know that Jews nowadays are broken down and pushed down, lowly and bewildered, and affections come upon them?" The court finally offers a theological justification for this problem, one that emphasizes God's unique relationship with Israel and ensures its eternity. The motivation is explicit: "to endeavor him." This question, which the Talmud utilizes to turn away insincere converts, Rambam uses to bring converts closer.

Despite Rambam's reframing of the Talmud's conversation, it is quite difficult to get around the Talmud's overtly negative conclusion, "Converts are as bad for Israel as a suphat.\(^{29}\) How do other Rishonim interpret this passage? Most commentaries suffice with explaining why Rashi are so opposed to converts. There are a number of different approaches provided by the Rishonim. Some complain of the dilution of true Jews, since the Shekhinah, the Divine Presence, only dwells on Jews of pure lineage.\(^{30}\) Another explanation, which appears somewhat selfish, argues that when Jews are surpassed in Jewish observance by converts, God is critical of the natural-born Jews.\(^{31}\)

Rashi says that Hazal's disapproval is conditional.\(^{32}\) We must suspect converts, since they are sometimes lax in halakhah, and they may lower their Jewish neighbors' standards of observance. This implies that Hazal would not resist any earnest and dedicated convert, if only they could be convinced of that sincerity in advance. It is this reason that Rambam quotes, and he adds two specific historical instances of conversions that hurt the Jews. "The Sages said converts are as bad for Israel as an Isra'at affiliation, since most of them go back for some reason and lead Isra'at astray, and it is difficult to separate from them after they convert. Go and learn what happened in the desert with the Golden Calf and in Kireot ha-Ta'aveh.\(^{33}\) In most of the trials, the rifraff were involved first."\(^{35}\) Rambam's explicit mention of these two extreme cases of whole communities of converts suggests he is not necessarily concerned for the risk from individual converts.

**Responsum to a Ger**

Another place where Rambam's remarkable avhat ha-ger shines through is a particular responsum that he wrote, addressed to a convert.\(^{36}\) A man identified as Ovadyah wrote to Rambam to ask three questions. The first was primarily halakhic: Since Ovadyah was not of Jewish ancestry, could he say the standard phrases in prayer which refer to "the God of our forefathers?" The second was philosophical: Did Ovadyah properly understand the intersection of God's omnipotence and an individual's free choice? The third question concerned the halakhic status of Islam in terms of idolatry.

Dr. Isadore Twersky points out that it is improper to extrapolate philosophical leanings from Rambam's strictly halakhic rulings; his conclusions may be founded strictly on his understanding of the rabbinic sources.\(^{37}\) However, the contextual wording beyond the minimal ruling of "permitted" or "forbidden" can indeed be added to glean Rambam's approach to a philosophical issue. In the case of Rambam's response to Ovadyah, his love and admiration are impossible to overlook.\(^{38}\) Rambam answers Ovadyah's first question in the affirmative: A convert should say all prayers exactly like any other Jew. He then writes a paragraph which is totally extraneous to the halakhic ruling, whose sole purpose is to inspire Ovadyah and raise his self-esteem:

"Know that most of our forefathers who left Egypt worshipped idolatry while in Egypt, "mixed with the nations and learned from their actions."\(^{39}\) Until Hashem sent Moshe, our teacher and that of all prophets, separated us from the nations, and gathered us under the wings of the Shekhinah (the Divine Presence) – us and all converts – and gave us all one law. And do not think lightly of your affiliation; if we relate to Avraham, Yitshak, and Ya'akov, you relate to He who spoke and the World came into being, as explained in Yeshayahu: "This will say, ‘I am to Hashem,’ and this will call in the name of Ya'akov."\(^{40}\) The convert will say, ‘I am to Hashem,’ and the Israelite will call in the name of Ya'akov. More than in any other text, Rambam explains his reason for loving converts in the conclusion of his letter to Ovadyah. Ovadyah had gotten into an argument with his rabbi about Islam. Ovadyah argued that it was not idolatry, an opinion with which Rambam agreed. However, the argument developed until the rabbi embarrassed Ovadyah and called him a fool. Rambam responds: That he called you a fool is a big surprise. A man who left his father and homeland... and came tocling to this nation that is "despised of nations" and "servant to rulers,"\(^{41}\) who knew that its religion is the true and just religion... who crossed after God and passed on the holy path and entered under the wings of the Shekhinah... who desires His commandments, whose heart inspired him to come close to God... who tossed away this world from his heart, “And did not turn to the arrogant nor those who fall away in lies”\(^{42}\) — someone of this virtue is considered a fool? No! God has declared you not a fool, but a wise man, understanding and alert, on the straight path, and a student of Avraham our father, who left his fathers and his birthplace and followed God.

In these three works - Sefer ha-Mitzvot, Mishneh Torah, and this resposum - Rambam's halakhah and philosophy show his great love for converts to Judaism. In each work, Rambam breaks away from opposing opinions (subtly or otherwise) to state and restate his full acceptance and embrace of converts.

Rambam's opinion is, of course, consistent with his broader philosophical approach. His rationalist and more universalistic perspectives allow for hypothetically seamless inclusion of converts into the Jewish fold.\(^{43}\) However, Rambam doesn't merely relate to converts as ordinary Jews. He sees the convert tracing the footsteps of our patriarch Avraham, abandoning his or her former world to become attached to the truth. We are to respond as God Himself did in establishing our nation, drawing him or her in "with cords of man, with bands of love."\(^{44}\)
20 Rambam’s intention to create his own screening process and adapt the Talmud’s initial deterrent conversation to his own education is evident in Rambam’s modification of the beginning of the Talmud’s discussion. The Talmud begins its deterrent conversation, “When a convert comes to convert nowadays, they say to him, ‘What have you seen that makes you want to convert?’” (Talmud Bardi, Yevamot 47a) Rambam’s version reads, “When he comes to convert and they check after him and find no ulterior motive, they say to him, ‘What have you seen that makes you want to convert?’” (Hilkhot Issurei Bi’ah 14:1) This starts Rambam’s educational primer, which is described at length in Hilkhot Issurei Bi’ah Chapter 14 (Halakhah 1-4), after the screening process was already recorded in Chapter 13 (Halakhah 14). This underscores the fact that Rambam quotes the opening lines of the Talmud, which the Talmud uses to dissuade insincere converts, as part of his post-acceptance educational discussion.

1 Yevamot 47b, s.v. “lo rov ha-tovah” and s.v. “ve-ein marbin alav.”
2 Yevamot 47b, 14:2.
3 Both quotes in this phrase are from Hoshe’a a 11:4; JPS 1917 translation.
4 Rashi to Yevamot 47b, “de-amar mar.”
5 Be-nidbar 11.
6 Asafut in Hebrew (Benidbar 11:4).
7 Issurei Bi’ah 13:18.
11 Tehillim 106:35.
12 Yesha’yah 44:5.
14 Tehillim 40:5.
15 This can be contrasted with R. Yehuda ha-Levi, who believes Jews are inherently different from non-Jews. R. ha-Levi famously distinguished hierarchically between human and Jew. Rambam, though, believes every person has the potential to be a Jew of the highest level, and only one’s beliefs and actions determine his or her status.
16 Hoshe’a a 11:4; JPS 1917 translation.

Rav Hutner and Emmanuel Levinas, Panim el-Panim

BY: Gavi Brown

Nose, mouth, eyes. Forehead, ears, dimples. Wrinkles. Irides, cheekbones, eyebrows. For both Emmannuel Levinas and Rav Yitzchok Hutner these features combine to produce a unique face for every living person which has rich philosophical value. These parts of the human face are “The epiphany of a holy language,” according to Levinas.1 The infinite combinations of these features create a perfectly unique face and this uniqueness is holy. For Rav Hutner, this holiness commands respect, dignity and solidarity.

Anyone who has opened the Pahad Yitshak, Rav Hutner’s magnum opus on the holidays, has surely been awed at the fluidity with which Rav Hutner (1906-1980) weaves Hassidism and Zionism, methodology and philosophy, sensitivity and perceptivity. As a young man, Rav Hutner attended the Slabodka Yeshiva, headed by Rav Nosson Tzi Finkel. He was quickly recognized for his outstanding erudition and joined a group of students who eventually established a yeshivah in Hebron.2 As a student in Hebron, he narrowly escaped the 1929 massacre of the students at Hebron when he left yeshivah to visit his mentor, Rav Kook, for Shabbat. Hutner later traveled to New York where he eventually became one of the most important scholars for Orthodox Jewry. Throughout his life Rav Hutner continued a close correspondence with Rabbi J.B. Soloveitchik and Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson. He became the Rosh Yeshivah at Yeshivat Rav Chaim Berlin and was a mentor to Rav Aharon Lichtenstein, Rav Noah Weinberg and Rav Yaakov Kamenetsky. He also taught Rabbi Saul Lieberman, Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach, and David Weiss Halivni.3

Rav Hutner’s writing is infused with traditional rigorous Talmud scholarship and motifs gleaned from the Musar movement’s humanistic approach to the human condition. This blend appears in appears in the works of another great Jewish thinker, Emmanuel Levinas.

For Emmanuel Levinas (1906-1995), philosophy is not the “love of wisdom” but the “wisdom of love.”4 Levinas received a traditional Jewish education in Lithuania before the outbreak of World War Two. He too received a rigorous training in Talmud but instead of moving to Palestine, went to study in Freiburg University in Germany, eventually becoming a student of Martin Heidegger.5 Levinas later made Heidegger the foremost object of his critique of philosophy after witnessing the role that his philosophy played in Nazi ideology during the Holocaust. Levinas strongly believed that Judaism, and the Talmud in particular, could serve as a counterweight to what he saw as the Nazis’ attempt to place pure, sterile reason over human emotion, empathy and solidarity.6 Levinas developed these ideas further as a lecturer at the Sorbonne and at the University of Paris, where he taught until his retirement in 1979. Throughout his life, he was involved with building Jewish primary and secondary schools in France and cultivating Jewish French intellectualism. His published works centered around three areas of thought: Talmud in Nine Talmudic Readings and Beyond the Verse, Judaism in Difficult Freedom and Essays on Judaism, and philosophy in Reflections on the Philosophy of Hitlerism and Otherwise Than Being, or Beyond Essence. These two scholars represent significantly different circles of thought and experience. One was immersed in building Orthodox yeshivot, the other, with building community Jewish schools. One published tracts on tractate Nazir, while the other published works on ontology. And yet, their intellectual lives intertwined. They both spent most of their lives delving into hermeneutics, phenomenology, and philology – one in the body of philosophy, the other in the great corpus of rabbinic law. Their texts are at times esoteric and at times lucid. They both saw mussar, or ethics, as the beginning of philosophy. Schwartzchild, in “An Introduction to the Thought of R. Isaac Hutner,” introduces the methods of Rav Hutner and discusses the “striking resemblances” of the two thinkers.7 They share similar thoughts about atonement, unity, metaphysical truth, the divine name and relationship of an individual to other. For two scholars to show such unusual resemblance may reveal either a case of plagiarism or a case of cosmic significance. More likely, however, both philosophers lived during the same time, were educated in European institutions, and were influenced by similar texts and ideas.

Their most striking similarity seems to be their discussions of the human face, the most visibly important aspect
of the personal encounter with “the other.” Schwartzchild sees this supreme importance of the panim, the face of “the other,” expressed in Hutner’s term, “the doctrine of the human countenance” and Levinas’ doctrine of “le visage.” What is the “face” for Hutner and Levinas?

Levinas, in his work Totality and Infinity, advances the thesis that all ethics are derived from a confrontation with the other. The first encounter is face to face: “the way in which the other presents himself, exceeding the idea of the Other in me, we here name the face.” From this meeting derives two ethical principles. The first places the human being within the totality of humankind: “In discourse, which is always face to face, the world is constituted not for me, but for us.” The second ethical principle derived from the face is that the “the dimension of the divine opens forth from the human face.” The encounter in which we see the infinite combination of possibilities within the human face and the uniqueness in each face is meant to move us to sacred solidarity with the Ultimate Other.

It is from this face of the divine within the human face that we derive ethics: “This infinity, stronger than murder, already resists us in his face, in his face is the primordial expression, is the first word: ‘you shall not commit murder.’” Not only do we derive a negative commandment to refrain harming the other, but from the face to face meeting we also derive pro-social behavior, or voluntary conduct to benefit another person. “The proximity of the Other, the proximity of the neighbor...His very epiphany consists in soliciting us by his destitution in the face of the Stranger, the widow, and the orphan.” For Levinas, the face serves as the basis of philosophy and the foundation of ethics.

In his eight-volume collection Pahad Yitshak - Dieret Torah be-Inyanei Hilkhut De’ot ve-Hovot ha-Levatot (The Fear of Isaac: Torah Lessons in the Laws of Belief and in the Duties of the Heart), in Ma’amar Kaf Bet, Rav Hutner begins his derashah for Shavu’ot by speaking about the nature and destiny of man. As an introduction, Rav Hutner references the line in the Shemoneh Esreh, “Bless us our Father, all of us together as one in the light of your face.” This benediction, he writes, is unique in its conception of unity. Rav one another, but the supreme King of Kings fashioned every man in the stamp of the first man, and yet not one of them resembles his fellow. Therefore every single person is obliged to say; “The world was created for my sake.” The source of this uniqueness can be found in the countenance of the other. The Sages said, “Just as faces do not resemble one another, so neither do our beliefs.” Rav Hutner writes, “The light of a man’s face is the only place which, in a small and very indirect way, reveals man’s singularity to us in our situation.” We now understand how from the face we may derive two conflicting notions of the place of humans in humankind.

Rav Hutner then concludes: “We understand that the light of the face is the chosen place where we recognize man’s singularity, and we have previously seen that human singularity and human unity were created together and that they function as one. From this it follows that when we pray for the blessing of the light of God’s countenance, we must include in it this prayer for unity, which is chiseled into the face of God. In the next verse Ya’akov offers Esav “birkhuti - my blessing,” a double-extendre alluding to both his own gift-offerings as well as the blessing Ya’akov stole from Esav. Seeing the face of the divine within the human face becomes an ethical imperative, spurring Ya’akov to give back what he wrongly took.

For Levinas and Rav Hutner, the beginning of ethics, the source of worth for the individual, comes from the face to face confrontation, the panim el panim interaction between human beings.
This past summer, I worked in a camp attended by many public school students from the tri-state area. On hearing a camper say that she lives in Teaneck, I asked her which shul she lives near as a way of identifying which area of Teaneck she is from. Looking at me strangely, she said, “I don’t know, but I live two blocks away from Teaneck High.” Had this camper been a part of the close-knit Orthodox community in Teaneck, she would have been aware of the shul that is just around the block from her, and of the Jewish community members living all around her. She had lived in Teaneck for years, but was shockingly unaware of its vibrant Jewish community.

The Jewish “bubble” of Teaneck, and the Jewish communities that scatter the tri-state area, are often referred to as “bubbles.” There is much value to the “bubble” because it gives its members the opportunity to live in an area with others who share similar values and work together to accomplish shared goals. These insular communities provide their youth with Jewish education and Jewish life, ensuring that the vast majority of their children will be instilled with a sturdy foundation for their future lives as practicing Jews.

Within these bubbles, however, there are Jewish students who are being neglected. A large population of Jewish students who attend public schools are unaffiliated with any of the Jewish institutions in their midst. As illustrated by the above story, after years of attending Teaneck High, a student was unaware of the community of Jews living in her backyard.

I write this article to expose a serious challenge that lies before our very eyes. Day in and day out, the population of Jews attending public schools feels what it means to be different from those around them. Many Jews residing in the tri-state area, however, have never asked their neighbors what it is like to be a Jewish student attending a public school. On a daily basis, many of these students ask themselves, “Why do I choose to be different from my classmates?” They question their identities regularly, and many Jews living in the same communities as these students have neglected to address their instabilities.

The question, “Why do I choose to be different?,” is welcomed in America, because, as a country, America embraces difference and values the variety of people forming her population. Natan Sharansky, who knew the consequences of a country that chose to drown out any trace of difference, had great respect for the American value of accepting difference. In his book Defending Identity, he writes, “In America, particular identities coexist alongside one another, sometimes overlapping or intercrossing and sometimes distinct from each other. But the social framework does not require that differences be smoothed away.”

America has opened its arms to all cultural and religious backgrounds, including its population of American Jewry. It is a novelty in Jewish history that Jews are able to wear a kippah without cringing in fear, and can leave work early on Friday without losing their jobs. Jews, merely sixty years ago, would be stunned by the ease with which Jews in America are able to openly practice their Judaism.

America may embrace people of different backgrounds, but this does not exclude a person’s feeling of being different. Jews recognize that they follow a different set of laws than the masses. When one has recognition of this difference, a feeling of separateness naturally results. This feeling of being different, however, is rarely felt by the yeshivah student who is constantly surrounded by people who share the same values, goals, and traditions. This comfort of sameness that the yeshivah student feels on a regular basis stands in stark contrast to the feelings of many Jewish students attending public schools.

In their public schools, these Jewish students spend every school day as the “other,” and the feeling of being different pervades their lives on a daily basis. Having this constant feeling of otherness is a challenge facing a large portion of Jewish teenagers in the New York area.

To give a more personal portrayal of the life of the Jewish public school student in the tri-state area, I asked a few students to describe their experiences. A student at Horace Greeley High School, a public school in upstate New York, said, “Because I identify myself as Modern Orthodox, a lot of people find that as an easy way to make fun of me.” This student felt that being the “other” is invasive to her social life. Because her differences are acknowledged by others, she is made aware of her otherness on a regular basis.

This feeling of otherness is dangerously strong when it is imposed upon the Jewish public school student. On a late night at an NCSY regional convention, a roomful of high school girls from the New York area shared some of the recent events in their lives. Three out of the six girls in the room recalled that fellow classmates had recently thrown coins at them, and then told them to be good Jews and pick up the free money.

Organizations such as NCSY run clubs on public high school campuses. The clubs provide Jewish teens with programs that strengthen their Jewish identities.

Similarly, a student at James Caldwell High School, a public school in New Jersey, said, “About a month ago, my friend asked me if I heard about the giant swastika that someone spray-painted on the side of the school. When I hear things like this, which thankfully is infrequent, I get annoyed and angry. It’s weird to think that I’m in the same school with other kids who could be so cruel.” It seems that when a child is singled out as the “other,” it causes the child to have an overwhelming awareness that he or she is different from those around them. The two students quoted here represent many Jewish public school students in the New York area who face similar challenges.

Chief Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks delineates the inevitability of the Jew’s feeling of ‘otherness’ in his book Dignity of Difference: “Religion is about identity, and identity excludes. For every ‘we’ there is a ‘them,’ and the people not like us. There are kin and non-kin, friends and strangers, brothers and others, and without these boundaries it is questionable whether we would have an identity at all.”

Rabbi Sacks explains that having an awareness of one’s own difference is essential to the religious experience. Recognizing the divide between those who share one’s own values and those who do not is part of the process of creating one’s own religious identity. In fact, the same James Caldwell High School student said, “I’m proud to be one of the few Jews in my school, and I love when my friends at lunch ask me all sorts of questions about Judaism. I try to teach my friends more about what it’s like to not go to church on Sundays. I try to explain to them what it’s like not to be able to text or use my phone on Saturdays.” The constant feeling of difference can be a positive way for Jewish teenagers to analyze their own values. The awareness of their otherness can lead to a passion and desire to learn about their personal identity. While feeling different is important, being forced to feel different on a daily basis, however, becomes a major challenge for the Jewish public school student.

Those living in the insular Jewish communities of the tri-state area must not ignore the challenges of Jewish public school students. They stand on thin ice, as they spend one day after the next questioning their identity because of their natural feeling of being different. What can be done by the community to attend to their challenges?
The Other in Judaism

To understand how to address the needs of a person who feels like the “other,” it helps to analyze the biblical emblems of the “other.” Avraham Avinu knew that monotheism is truth, despite the idol worshipers practicing in his presence. In Be-Reshit Rabbah, Haggai explains that Avraham was given the title of ‘Ivri’ because he stood as an individual in his beliefs. The Midrash writes that he stood me-ever elad, on one side, and the rest of the world stood on the other side, with their opposing religious beliefs. Because Avraham’s beliefs differed so drastically from the beliefs of the rest of the world, he separated himself and became a nomad.

In his book Abraham’s Journey, Rav Soloveitchik explains that in the berit bein ha-betarim, Avraham was informed that he would be the father of a nation. The role that Avraham had adopted as the lonely nomad went against his natural inclination to be a social being. His newly prescribed mission to father the Jewish people finally opened up the opportunity for Avraham to have the communal aspect of the religious experience. Through the berit bein ha-betarim, Hashem sent Avraham the message that the Jew is meant to practice his Judaism within a community.

Rav Soloveitchik further delineates the conflict that Avraham experienced between separating himself to be the nomad, and his natural inclination to be a social being. On the one hand, Avraham became a wanderer because the people surrounding him did not share his beliefs. On this, the Rav writes that Avraham “understood that in order to achieve, he must choose loneliness.” On the other hand, the Rav points out that Avraham recognized that it is human nature to desire a connection with people. The conflict is described as follows: “Two wills were locked in a struggle: the will to move on, to flee, to wander, to forget, to renounce - and the will to stay, to strike roots, to form relationships, to create a fellowship, to share with a community the deepest secrets of one’s existential experience.” Avraham knew that he resented the practices of the people living amongst him. Simultaneously, though, he felt a desire to be a social being. It is a basic aspect of human nature to circumvent becoming “the other” and, instead, form relationships with those in your presence. In the berit bein ha-betarim, the Rav posits that Avraham was promised that he too will be given the opportunity to create a community of his own. Avraham “could no longer renounce his social will and the yearning for we-ness.” In response to his natural desire for community, Hashem promised Avraham a child, so that he could create “deep mutual understanding, a meeting of minds and hearts, and a feeling of togetherness that ties every thread of the personality into such a relationship.”

A student at Horace Greeley High School voiced a tension reminiscent of Avraham’s conflict when caught between the desire to separate and the desire to be a part of a community: “I think part of being an Orthodox Jew in public school is that I must choose loneliness. On the one hand, I understand that in order to achieve, one must choose loneliness. On the other hand, I understand that it is human nature to desire a connection with people.”

This comfort of sameness that the yeshivah student feels on a regular basis stands in stark contrast to the feelings of many Jewish students attending public schools. In their public schools, these Jewish students spend every school day as the “other,” and the feeling of being different pervades their lives on a daily basis. The struggle that Jewish public school students endure is not ideal. Their strength is praiseworthy, but their situation is frightening. Feeling different is important, but without the security of a community, it is nearly impossible to uphold one’s own values. For the Jews to maintain their “otherness,” they must be able to identify regularly with a larger group. Otherwise, it is impossible to stand strong and not compromise their values.

The Jewish communities of the tri-state area have been faced with a challenge. There are students who are wandering, who are lonely, and who need to identify with others who share their values. These students are often surrounded by strong Jewish communities, but these communities often fail to break down the walls that stand between them and these students. Maybe the change that must take effect is as small as announcing page numbers in shuls in order to create a more comfortable and welcoming environment; perhaps it is as large as inviting Jewish public school students to some of the yeshivah day school events. Either way, these students are in danger of abandoning their Jewish identities because they lack a community. To truly implement change, communities must not only break down the walls that stand between them and the public school students, but they must go as far as to open the doors and welcome them in.

Kol Hamevaser’s Issue on Halakhah and Psychology.
Androginos, Modern Medicine, and the Difficulty of Entry into the Gender Binary

BY: Ariel Caplan

“Congratulations, it’s a...” The sentence welcoming a new baby into the world rolls off the tongue; the last word, eagerly anticipated, reveals whether “It’s a boy!” or “It’s a girl!” A single chromosomal variation carries significant import for the baby’s destiny, in both sociological and spiritual realms. Yet for a small number of newborns, it is far from clear what the future holds. Chromosomal and developmental aberrations can create a situation where the most basic of questions - “Is it a boy or a girl?” - has no easy answer, and a child is barred entry to the privileges (and challenges) of life as a member of either gender.

The struggle of the hermaphrodite or pseudohermaphrodite - the individual with objectively unclear gender identity - is not new. (We will use the accepted medical terminology, but for the reader’s benefit, we will note that the colloquial term is “intersex;” the states we will address can be clustered under the title “intersex conditions” or “disorders of sexual development.”) Rabbic literature is full of references to the tumtum and the androginos - the former being of uncertain gender because the genitals are obscured, the latter possessing physical characteristics of both genders. However, lacking clear methods of gender determination beyond the obvious visual inspection - which, in these cases, cannot constitute conclusive proof in either direction – Hazal treat these cases as safek (doubt), ruling stringently in many instances to account for both possibilities. A practical modus operandi is provided, but the halakhic confusion and the psychological yearning for gender identity remain unresolved by Hazal’s treatment of the subject.

Modern biology and medicine have opened new vistas in terms of both defining gender and reconstructing the body to accord with a desired gender. The new technologies could provide the desired final answer in situations of gender ambiguity. In the age of advanced surgery and noninvasive scanning procedures, the tumtum is not of much concern, but the androginos gives us many questions to ponder. First, what are the halakhic factors that determine gender identity, and how would newly discovered medically-accepted determinants play into the pre-existing halakhic structure? Second, would surgical alterations to genitals affect the halakhic status of the patient? Third, would these alterations be permitted? Even if surgery has no effect on halakhic gender, surgery and/or hormonal therapy are sometimes recommended to solidify the organs and overall physical makeup (including body shape and hair placement) when sexual development is incomplete or has generated mild contradictory elements (such as gynecomastia - i.e., breast growth in males), so the permissibility of gender reassignment surgery is worth examining for these purposes, as well.

Before we begin, it is worth noting that there are several types of androginos, to which different combinations of halakhot would pertain. For simplicity’s sake, we will ignore these distinctions and refer to all simply as “androginos.” Indeed, this piece will attempt only a brief summary of the topic. As Minhat Himnukh writes to excuse his own minimal outline of the topic of hermaphroditism, “To [write] extensively about matters of the androginos would pass through the full width of the sea of the Talmud, and this is not the place [for that in-depth treatment].”

Sexual Development 101

A basic explanation of the development of sexual organs is helpful in understanding hermaphroditism. There are many levels where something may go wrong, and the stage at which the error occurs may be significant in determining the halakhic status of the individual.

A fetus starts out with undifferentiated gonads, an undetermined genital area, and two sets of ducts linking the gonads and genitals. The gonads are the first to differentiate, ordered by the presence or lack of a Y chromosome (this chromosome is generally present only in males). The gonads become testes or ovaries, which produce male or female hormones, respectively. The array of hormones that is generally present only in males). Gender ambiguity can result from a problem at any of these levels. The chromosomes - usually XY in males and XX in females - may have a different arrangement, such as XXY (Klinefelter’s syndrome) or XO (X with no corresponding chromosome, called Turner’s syndrome). (Some unusual sets of chromosomes do not cause abnormal development, and even those that do will not always cause gender ambiguity.) The gonads may fail to differentiate properly, producing a cross between a testis and an ovary, called an ovotestis. The gonads may not communicate properly with the genital area, whether due to problems with the gonads or genitals, or because hormones from the mother overwhelm the hormones produced by the fetus. Finally, the genital area may simply fail to develop properly even if the appropriate signals are received.

Halakhic Gender Definition

Gender is essentially a binary question which is, at its most obvious level, determined by non-binary factors. Instead of having a particular physical feature whose presence or absence determines gender, there are a host of bodily characteristics that are generally associated with one of the two genders. These include the actual genitalia, body shape, vocal pitch, and the arrangement of facial and body hair. Hence, in situations of gender ambiguity, it is essential to look for actual binary factors whose presence or absence might conclusively establish an individual as belonging to one or the other sex.

The only such criterion found in Hazal is a positive confirmation of maleness. On Haggigah 4a, Abbayei states that a tumtum who possesses visibly descended testes is considered male; Rashi ad loc. explains that we assume the male genitals are present but hidden. However, we should note that this Gemara refers to a tumtum, not an androginos, so the applications to androginos need to be clarified. Additionally, Kesef Mishneh and Lehem Mishneh argue as to whether Rambam would affirm Abbayei’s assertion that descended testes are enough to consider a tumtum male. Based on the clarification of Minhat Himnukh, however, it seems that the entire mabalekot is whether the individual is definitely male (and we assume, as Rashi writes, the presence of a hidden penis), or whether we consider the possibility that some female genitals are still obscured, which would make the individual an androginos. Hence, we can conclude from this Gemara that descended testes, even without a penis, are sufficient for excluding the possibility of a child’s being female; male or androginos are the remaining possibilities.

A second interesting question arises with regard to the phalus that may be present in an androginos. In an undifferentiated fetus, there is a structure called the genital tubercle, which will develop into a penis in males and a clitoris in females. Occasionally, the organ that is developed is intermediate in composition between the two options. A significant precedent emerges from R. Ya’akov Emden’s treatment of such a case, wherein a child was born with normal female characteristics, except that it possessed an external phalus, which was the size of a normal penis but lacked an internal conduit. R. Emden referred to this as a “dilul,” a piece of flesh with no halakhic import, and hence ruled that the child was a halakhic female. To put it in modern medical terms, R. Emden rules that a female with clitoromegaly, even in a severe form, is still unequivocally female.

New Possibilities: Internal Examinations, X-Rays, and DNA Evidence

As we have seen, the Gemara establishes that external testes are sufficient proof of maleness. Today, however, we have the ability - through internal examinations,
or noninvasive procedures like X-rays - to detect internal organs. What if the external organs are female, but internal testes can be detected?

R. M.D. Tendler writes that even internal testes may be sufficient for exclusion of pure femininity. R. J.D. Bleich goes further and writes without hesitation, “The presence of testes, either external or internal, is an absolute indication that the child is not a female.” Still, both agree that “other criteria may lead to a determination of hermaphroditism” rather than pure masculinity. On the other hand, R. Shaul Breisch writes that internal organs have no halakhic significance, and only external genitalia are relevant in halakhic sex determination. R. Menashe Klein agrees, affirming in the case of an XY female with internal testes that she is clearly a female. Similarly, R. Eliezer Waldenberg writes about an XY female: The external sexual organs appear like those of a female, and [the child] has no external sign of a male organ, and only the special investigations carried out on it showed that there are male cells within the body. Hence, I think that even if we leave it as is [without surgical modification], its law will be that of a female, because the external organs which are visible to the eye are those which establish the Halakah.

This mahaloket is central in ruling on cases of complete androgen insensitivity syndrome (AIS), which affects 1 in 20,000 births. In complete AIS, the gonads of an XY fetus properly differentiate into testes, but the fetus fails to develop further because the testosterone produced by the testes is not detected properly. Since no signals are received, the body follows its default program, which is to produce a female. Hence, individuals with complete AIS have internal testes, but externally appear to be completely female; the only outward sign of incomplete femaleness is the lack of menstruation (since ovaries and uterus are not present). If external testes are considered a positive confirmation of maleness, these individuals are halakhic males or hermaphrodites. However, if only external signs matter, these individuals are halakhic females. In practice, R. Tendler states, “Halachichally this ‘boy’ is surely a female despite the male organ,” and he is even willing to allow surgery to convert him to a female. (See the discussion of surgical modification below). However, if we only consider external appearance to be significant, this individual would clearly be male, despite the internal ovaries and uterus, and the surgery would likely be forbidden. This is the conclusion of R. Shaul Breisch.

Chromosomal and developmental aberrations can create a situation where the most basic of questions - Moving “Is it a boy or a girl?” - has no easy answer, and a child is barred entry to the privileges (and challenges) of life as a member of either gender.

Halakhic Validity of Sex Reassignment Surgery
R. Eliezer Waldenberg is noteworthy for accepting the halakhic efficacy of sex reassignment surgery (SRS). Discussing a theoretical case where the male in a couple undergoes a sex change to become a female, R. Waldenberg writes that the other party does not require a get, because her husband is no longer a male, and hence she is not the “wife of a man,” but rather the “wife of a woman” - a halakhic impossibility. Additionally, R. S.Z. Auerbach is cited in Nishmat Avraham as having said that after the phallus of an androginus is removed, it is considered a female, though another citation implies that he disagrees with R. Waldenberg. However, R. Idan Ben-Efrayim cites a spectacular array of lesser-known posekim who reject the efficacy of surgical sex changes. Rabbis Bleich and Tendler both affirm that sex changes are ineffective.

Halakhic Permissibility of Sex Reassignment Surgery
The permissibility of SRS may be divided into several questions: If a child is halakhically male, may female elements be altered? If a child is halakhically female, may male elements be altered? If a child is of uncertain status, can surgery be done to masculinize or feminize the child?

Conclusions
As Jews, for us to properly relate to people who do not fit neatly into our preconceived boxes, we must learn to synthesize two perspectives. We cannot compromise on Halakah, but neither may we neglect sensitivity. The intention of this article is to present the first half
An Interview with Rabbi Zevulun Charlop

BY: Ariel Caplan

AC: What do you remember about the Rabbis’ March that your father helped organize to protest the Allies’ inaction regarding the massacre of European Jewry? Do you think that the Jewish community should utilize similar methods of activism to support the causes of other oppressed groups today?

RZC: I remember that there was great excitement at that time. My father was very involved in the Federation of Palestinian Jews in America. The Rabbis’ March was organized by Peter Bergson, whose real name was Hillel Kook and was a nephew of Rav Kook. He was an international personality and is quite well-known now – there are plays about him. Ben Hecht, one of the preeminent playwrights and journalists in the middle of the twentieth century, was inspired to a very large degree by his interactions with Peter Bergson. And Bergson developed a relationship with my father because he was very much taken by what was happening in Erets Yisra’el, and he wanted to create a state. He was, by the way, an Irgun man. (There were no Likudniks then, but Irgun was the equivalent of a Likudnik today.)

Bergson thought that it could be a wakeup call for Jews, and possibly Gentiles as well, asleep in America, to have a group of American rabbis stage a protest – there was nothing to lose, and there was no precedent. Interestingly, the march succeeded in garnering significant participation, with five hundred or more rabbis in attendance, but not as successful as it should and could have been, nor was it successful for the task at hand at all, because there were many people who were opposed to this Rabbis’ March for a variety of reasons. The outstanding Jewish leader of that time – outstanding meaning not necessarily the best Jewish leader, but certainly a very formidable figure – was Stephen S. Wise. Stephen S. Wise was the leading Jew in America at that time, and he always played a very dominant role in the American Jewish scene, certainly in the last thirty or forty years of his life. An outstanding orator, he held people in thrall. He had, I think, a little bit of a messiah complex about himself – I don’t think he had enough of a messiah complex about the Jews as he had about himself. I’m sure he wanted to save the Jews, and he was a foremost Zionist, of course. He was certainly the most powerful Jew in America, largely because of his friendship with Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who probably gave him whatever he wanted. Everyone knew he was very close to the president of the United States, and he told the president what he believed, but he wouldn’t do anything to hurt the president. The president, of course, was a genius of a personality, and he was able to impress many people with his sincerity of purpose. And when the rabbi came down, the president asked Wise, “What should I do?” And had Wise said, ‘these are the most respected rabbis in America, these are the great scholars, talmidei hakhamim, most of them European, you should listen to them,’ Roosevelt might have. But Wise didn’t. Millions of Jews were being killed, and the president knew that they were being killed, because he was certainly privy to all the information that was coming in.

The success of the parade of rabbis, of the protest of rabbis, cannot be underestimated, except in its failure. Meaning, it failed because Wise didn’t allow the president to show any interest in it. When the rabbis went to Congress and stood on the steps of the Congress, Vice President Henry
Agdor Wallace represented the President. And then there were two or three speakers. One of them was my father, who read the rabbi’s proclamation to Wallace.

We now know that President Roosevelt, a month before he died, quietly met on an American battlefield with Ibn Saud, who was the king of Saudi Arabia at that time, and knew that he had been killed in battle. He promised him that he opposed the State of Israel. This was all at the time when all the Jews voted for him – 98 percent. The Jews were liberal, more or less, always were. This was for good reason, because they wanted to better everyone’s lives. And Roosevelt came in – he was a patriot, he spoke well, with tremendous charisma; it’s hard to imagine anyone with charisma like him today. People were under his spell, and I was already fifteen or sixteen when he died, so I can tell you that it was just incredible. I remember the speech. It was very helpful – he got it onto a page with a big ad in the New York Times. And printers often have a lot of say about placement, although you don’t have to ask them to do it. So I got up (I was much younger and not as prominent as most of the people there) and I said that we need to stage a protest.

I was not as prominent as most of the people there. I was also involved with the struggle for Soviet Jews. Rabbi Luban and I also organized a rally in the great tennis stadium in Forest Hills, where they had the U.S. Open. We filled up that stadium with thousands of people. Every seat was taken. Eventually, the Russians started letting out the Soviet Jews; people called this the Miracle of Return, and that phrase, which became a buzzword for the struggle for Soviet Jewry, was coined for this rally.

So I do think that protests helped, and we see it today. Now AIPAC has become very powerful, as effective as these rallies, and its voice is acknowledged by members of Congress.

AC: Today there are other causes for which people have rallies, such as protesting the genocide in Darfur. Should the Jewish community be involved in political activism to support such causes, and, if so, to what extent?

RZC: I think for a yeshivah student, the most important thing to do is to be a talmid hakham and a yerei shamayim, and also to show much concern for the Jewish community at large, and also concern for the world at large. My grandfather wrote, “The future redemption is the redemption of the entire world, all of Israel and all the nations, and all the animals and plants and inanimate objects, and the whole host of the heavens, all the planets, and all the worlds. All will be redeemed to eternal freedom.” We have to believe in this idea and feel it: gev’ulah (redemption) is not for Jews alone.

Still, overwhelmingly, our obligation is to the Jewish community. There are so many millions of people, so many young Jews who are assimilating, just falling off the ragged cliffs of Jewish heights and eternity, so, to a certain extent, we have to be focused on the Jewish world. Furthermore, in order for us to be involved in the broader world as we are in our yeshivah, we have to have a solid center. Turning a yeshivah into a big tent can be a dangerous thing; if we start lessening our inward Torah focus then we may start neutralizing learning and, rabanuna litslan, yir’as shamayim. In order to be able to sustain the mission of the yeshivah, we have to be deeper in the core. So long as we know that in this process we may be willy-nilly, lightening the thrust of our Torah learning, then widening the tent cannot be achieved. Rather, we must widen and, indeed, deepen our Torah learning and knowledge. Otherwise, Heaven forbid, we may be sliding down a slippery slope, and who can calculate what would, habas ve-shalom, await us there? But if widening the tent will not hinder – if it would indeed enhance the deepening of Torah and shemiras ha-mitsvos – then it can become a nes, not only in the sense of miracle, but nes as a degeol, a flag of pride. I know that this is President Joel’s guiding star. Everything he does, I know, is to bring us to that quintessential realization.

In our hearts and minds, we have to be internally asking a real question as to how much time we can give to each cause. We have to make sure that the Beis Medrash remains as strong as it is, and even more strong, and that, individually, our commitment in time and energy is strong. If the yeshivah is going to be a mediocre yeshivah, then we don’t need the university, the medical school. As President Joel has reminded us time and again, there are other excellent universities and medical schools. But if the yeshivah is a genuine success in spite of all this, living in the world and maintaining a strong Beis Medrash, then it’s a real accomplishment, a desideratum.

Still, we really have to believe the piece I quoted about bringing gev’ulah to everybody. Yiddishkhayt is universal.

A: Can you discuss the struggles you encountered as a rabbi and communal leader during the civil rights movement?

RZC: There was a time in the Bronx when we had a wonderful Jewish community, with many Yiddish-speaking homes, and excellent public schools available – Clinton High School, and Bronx High School of Science, which had an overwhelmingly Jewish enrollment. The community was powerful and liberal Jewish communal leader and also concern for the world at large. My grandfather wrote, “The future redemption is the redemption of the entire world, all of Israel and all the nations, and all the animals and plants and inanimate objects, and the whole host of the heavens, all the planets, and all the worlds. All will be redeemed to eternal freedom.” We have to believe in this idea and feel it: gev’ulah (redemption) is not for Jews alone.

Still, overwhelmingly, our obligation is to the Jewish community. There are so many millions of people, so many young Jews who are assimilating, just falling off the ragged cliffs of Jewish heights and eternity, so, to a certain extent, we have to be focused on the Jewish world. Furthermore, in order for us to be involved in the broader world as we are in our yeshivah, we have to have a solid center. Turning a yeshivah into a big tent can be a dangerous thing; if we start lessening our inward Torah focus then we may start neutralizing learning and, rabanuna litslan, yir’as shamayim. In order to be able to sustain the mission of the yeshivah, we have to be deeper in the core. So long as we know that in this process we may be willy-nilly, lightening the thrust of our Torah learning, then widening the tent cannot be achieved. Rather, we must widen and, indeed, deepen our Torah learning and knowledge. Otherwise, Heaven forbid, we may be sliding down a slippery slope, and who can calculate what would, habas ve-shalom, await us there? But if widening the tent will not hinder – if it would indeed enhance the deepening of Torah and shemiras ha-mitsvos – then it can become a nes, not only in the sense of miracle, but nes as a degeol, a flag of pride. I know that this is President Joel’s guiding star. Everything he does, I know, is to bring us to that quintessential realization.

In our hearts and minds, we have to be internally asking a real question as to how much time we can give to each cause. We have to make sure that the Beis Medrash remains as strong as it is, and even more strong, and that, individually, our commitment in time and energy is strong. If the yeshivah is going to be a mediocre yeshivah, then we don’t need the university, the medical school. As President Joel has reminded us time and again, there are other excellent universities and medical schools. But if the yeshivah is a genuine success in spite of all this, living in the world and maintaining a strong Beis Medrash, then it’s a real accomplishment, a desideratum.

Still, we really have to believe the piece I quoted about bringing gev’ulah to everybody. Yiddishkhayt is universal.
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1. R. Yaakov Moshe Charlop, Mei Marom 18, 89. Translation by Ariel Caplan.

2. R. Schacter was a former chairman of the Conference of Presidents of Major Jewish Organizations as well as the rabbi of the Mosholla Jewish Center for over fifty years. He was also previously a chaplain in the U.S. Army, during which service he had famously participated in the liberation of the Buchenwald concentration camp and the resettling of refugee Holocaust survivors. He is not to be confused with current RIETS rosh kollel Rabbi Hershel Schachter.
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JEWISH FAMILY ON MOUNT ZION.
England, 19th century.

Bartlett described his visit in 1842 to the family of the wealthiest Jew in Jerusalem. There he met the women in the family as well as the men and expressed his surprise at the "equality" of the women with the males of the family, in contrast to the manner of "...the wives of Oriental Christians." A later visitor, Elizabeth Anne Finn, describes the profusion of gold jewelry worn by the women of this family.
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